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Visiting and inspecting physicians  
and apothecaries in Copenhagen

1.  BARTHOLIN, Thomas. De visitatione officinarum pharmaceuticarum 
programma [I – V].
Copenhagen, Daniel Paulli (parts 1–3); matthias Godicchenius (parts 4–5), 
1672–1676. 5 parts in 1 volume. 4°. With an individual title-page for each part. 
Contemporary blind-tooled stiff paper wrappers, spine reinforced with blank 
paper. € 1250

First editions of five brief treatises by the Danish physician Thomas Bartholin (1616–
1680), concerning visits and regulations to secure and maintain proper healthcare in 
Copenhagen. It deals with inspections and visits to physicians, apothecaries, quacks, 
and practitioners without a license, making sure everyone meets the same standards 
of hygiene, has the proper medicines in stock and charges reasonable prices for their 
services. A sixth part appeared in 1678, not included here.
Some minor spots and a small marginal water stain in the last few leaves. Wrappers 
slightly rubbed. Overall in good condition. 

16; 20; 20; 12; 16 pp. Bibl. Osleriana 1947; Krivatsy 823–826; not in Wellcome. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/I14AHBHAAM6G.html


Enlarged issue of a series of views of Danish buildings, gardens and cities
2.  BRUUN, Johan Jacob. Novus atlas Daniae eller Prospecter af alle hoved-og kiöbstaederne, af alle kongelige slotte, samt andre kongelige 
lyst-slotte og staeder udi begge konge-rigerne Dannemark og Norge og underliggende fyrstendömme. Iste tome af Siaelland. 
Copenhagen, Johan Jacob Bruun, 1761[-ca. 1789?]. Oblong 2° (26.5 × 40 cm), preliminaries upright 2°, bound with foot folded in. With 60 
engraved views, including one folding plate with a view of the Royal Castle near Copenhagen, engraved by Jonas Haas and Hans Quist after 
designs by Johan Jacob Bruun. Contemporary Danish mottled sheepskin, richly gold-tooled spine. € 16 000

Enlarged issue of a very rare series 
of engraved views of Danish castles, 
mansions, houses, gardens and city 
views, by the Danish landscape painter 
Johan Jacob Bruun (1715–1789). It was 
first published in 1761, containing 50 
views of buildings on the Danish island 
Zealand, as the first volume of a planned 
series covering whole Denmark. The 
other volumes never appeared, but 10 
additional views were already engraved 
(dated 1760–1762) and included in the 
present issue, with all plates on the same 
French paperstocks.
With plate numbers in manuscript on 
the back of the plates and some occa-
sional faint thumbing in the margins. 
Binding rubbed. Very good copy of a 
very rare series of views of Denmark. 

[8] pp. text. WorldCat (4 copies of all issues); cf. 
Thieme & Becker V, p. 152; Weilbach, Dansk Kustnerlex. 
I, 1896; not in BAL; Fowler. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/6853.html


“One of the wittiest and most learned women of her age”,  
with a portrait and 3 folding illustrations

4.  CHRISTINA, former Queen of Sweden (subject). Reyse van hare doorluchtige majesteyt Christina, Koninginne van Sweden; gedaen 
door de Nederlanden, Duytslant, Vranckrijck, Italien, en andere gewesten des werelts, van ... 1654. tot ... 1660. Den tweeden druck vermeerdert, 
en van veel fouten gesuyvert.
Amsterdam, Johannes van den Bergh, 1660. 12°. With 4 etched and 
engraved plates (a full-page portrait of Christina and 3 folding scenes 
from her journey, the folding plates 10.5 × 13.5 cm). modern flexible 
beige paper binding. € 3950

First issue of the second edition of a rare Dutch account of Christina’s 
six years of travels through Europe after her 1654 abdication as Queen of 
Sweden, with an etched and engraved portrait of Christina (1626–1689), 
apparently unique to the present edition, after a ca. 1653 painting by 
Sébastien Bourdon (1616–1671). The first two editions are both very rare. 
The three folding plates, showing Christina in Stockholm (her 1654 abdi-
cation), Rome (1655) and Paris (1656), are copied from the first edition. 
After the main text follow four pages explaining the four engravings. The 
preliminaries of the present edition include two poems by the great Dutch 
Catholic poet Vondel in praise of Christina.
Christina’s father, King Gustav Adolf of Sweden, died when she was five 
years old, leaving her heir to the throne. She was therefore educated as a 
prince and demonstrated both a brilliant mind and a passion for scholarship, 
theology, philosophy, literature, politics, music and the arts. She attended 
council meetings from age 14 and gave patronage to René Descartes (who 
lived at the Stockholm court and tutored her), the composers Scarlatti 
and Corelli, who directed her court quire and orchestra, and the sculptor 
and architect Bernini, who became her friend. She also established the 
Accademia dell’Arcadia in Rome. She secretly converted to Catholicism in 
1652 and abdicated in 1654, in part because she knew the powerful Lutherans 
in Sweden would not accept a Catholic queen and in part hoping to escape 
the pressures to marry (though she is thought to have had a male lover).
With a small stain in the foot margin of the last page and an occasional 
minor spot or smudge, but still in very good condition. 

[20], 88, [4] pp. STCN (2 copies); KVK & WorldCat (4 copies including the 2 in STCN); not in 
Buisman; Scheepers. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/L3IBAMB9A5YF.html


Ancient and modern Sweden in 355 engraved plates
5.  [DAHLBERG, Erik]. Suecia antiqua et hodierna.
[Stockholm, 1769? (engraved ca. 1670-ca. 1750)]. 3 parts in 1 volume. Folio. With 355 engraved plates (including 3 engraved title-pages and the 
large view of the Swedish Church in London, often lacking); most plates double-page, several folding. Only the index is printed letterpress. 
Contemporary mottled calf, richly gold-tooled spine. In a modern slipcase. € 20 000

A magnificent series of hundreds of plates showing Sweden’s (and Finland’s) cities, gardens, palaces, churches and antiquities, executed by such prominent 
artists as Willem Swidde, Jean marot, Adam Perelle and Jan van Aveelen. Erik Jönsson Dahlberg (1625–1703) was a military engineer and subsequently 
Director of Fortifications to King Karl X of Sweden. He spent three years in Frankfurt am main, where he became acquainted with the brothers matthaeus 
and Conrad merian, then working on their epoch-making Theatrum Europeaum and their famous topographies, which greatly impressed Dahlberg. Indeed, 
his Suecia antiqua et hodierna “was modelled closely upon the format of Topographia Galliae (published 1655) but Dahlberg was also to improve upon his 
models in making Suecia more exhaustive than they” (BAL).
Bookplate on pastedown. A few plates browned, one mounted on another leaf. Front hinge and head and foot of spine expertly restored. A “kunstgeschicht-
liche Quelle von unschätzbarem Wert und ausserdem eine ganz hervorragende künstlerische Leistung” (Thieme-Becker). 

13, [1 blank] pp. plus 355 plates. BAL 772; Berlin Kat. 2256; Lipperheide 1037; Warmholtz, Bibliotheca Historica Sueo-Gothica 207; for Dahlberg: Thieme-Becker VIII, p. 276. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/7622.html


Very rare first edition of Scandinavian fish, with all 63 plates,  
59 beautifully and subtly hand-coloured

6.  FRIES, Bengt Fredrik, Carl Ulric EKSTRÖM 
[and Carl Jakob SUNDEVALL]. Skandinaviens 
Fiskar.
Including: Bihang, innefattande beskrifningar öfver de 
I Skandinavien bruklige Fiskeredskap.
Stockholm, P. A. Norstedt & sons, “1838” [= 1836–1857]. 
10 parts (paginated as 3) in 1 volume. Large 4° (28.5 × 25 
cm). With 63 lithographic plates, 59 beautifully and 
extremely subtly coloured by hand as published, some 
showing 2 or more fish per plate. modern half tan 
morocco (Johanna Röjgård). € 9750

Very rare, important and beautiful first edition, in Swedish, 
of the standard work on fish found in Scandinavian waters, 
with stunning plates by Wilhelm von Wright (1810–1887) 
and hand coloured with extraordinary beauty and subtlety 
following his drawings. The plates show about 70 varieties, 
coloured with delicate shading and parts highlighted with 
gum arabic. The text is the work of 3 eminent Swedish zool-
ogists Fries (1799–1831), Ekstrom (1781–1858) and Sundevall 
(1801–1875). 
The present copy includes all 63 plates, the complete main 
text and preliminaries and the complete text of the “Bihang”. 
Somewhat browned, but otherwise in very good condition, 
with some water stains in the gutter margin of a few quires 
(not affecting the text or plates), 1 quire spotted and a few 
very minor marginal tears or restorations. Very rare first 
edition of a beautiful and important fish book, with all 63 
plates and the complete main text and appendix. 

[2], IV, 222; 49–56 (+ 49b-54b) & 125–140 (of “140” [= 146]); 44, [2] pp. Dean 
I, p. 420; Nissen, Fischbücher 56; Nissen, ZBI 1435. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/G6ACONPH6BFH.html


One of the last manuals on sailing ships before mechanical propulsion took over
7.  FUNCH, Diderik Hansteen. Dansk marine-Ordbog.
Copenhagen, Bianco Luno, 1846–1852. 2 parts in 1 volume. Large 4° (30 × 23.5 cm). With 67 full-page engraved plates (7 folding), partly coloured 
by hand. € 1950

First edition of a pictorial maritime encyclo-
paedia and dictionary, written by the famous 
Danish shipbuilder Diderik Hansteen Funch 
(1791–1856). The first part describes and illus-
trates numerous aspects of shipbuilding and 
rigging, including timber work and framing, 
knot making and. The second part is a dictionary 
of terminology used for ship parts and details, as 
well as for the sailing itself, including the whole 
typical seamen’s vocabulary.
Funch was one of the most important builders 
and designers of warships in Denmark of his 
time, building both sailing vessels and paddle 
steamers. “Ships designed according to Funch’s 
system had parabolle waterlines and curves; 
all the curves were thus mathematically deter-
mined. Funch’s system seems to have influenced 
ship design in the provinces from about 1830 to 
1845–50” (Nielsen). He described his ideas on 
shipbuilding in several books for which he also 
prepared the drawings.
With the blind library stamp of ‘Det 
Lergenborgske bibliothek’ and two written shels-
marks on the title-page. Binding somewhat worn 
at the extremities and title label damaged. Foxed 
throughout and the plates have been browned, 
but nevertheless a good copy. 

[4], 169, [3]; 152 pp. Dodge, “Bibliography of Danish and 
Swedish Dictionaries”, in: PMLA, 5/4 (1890), pp. 298; Cf. Nielsen, 
Skibsbygning i Danmark, pp. 139–140; Dansk biografisk lexicon 
V, pp. 492–493. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/6944.html


Journal of a cruise to Egypt, Istanbul,  
Crimea and Greece, by a Swedish lady

8.  GREY, Theresa Georgina. Journal of a visit to Egypt, Constantinople, the 
Crimea, Greece, &c. in the suite of the Prince and Princess of Wales.
London, Smith, Elder and co., 1870. 8°. Contemporary gold-blocked purple cloth, 
bound by “Burn and co.”. € 750

Second edition of an account of a cruise on the yacht Ariadne to Egypt, Constantinople, 
Crimea and Greece, made by the prince and princess of Wales in 1869. The travelogue 
was written by the Swedish Theresa Grey (1837–1901), who accompanied the princess. She 
describes the voyage day by day, sometimes giving just short remarks on the weather, other 
days narrating all the events of that day. The majority of the book deals with Egypt, describing 
their arrival at Alexandria and Cairo, their voyage up and down the Nile, the river’s cataracts, 
the Suez Canal and more. Grey gives a vivid portrayal of Cairo at that time, describing her 
visits to muhammad Ali’s mosque, various gardens and museums, shopping at the Bazaar, a 
horse-race, visits to the wife of the Pasha, the viceroy’s harem and other important figures, a 
wedding, and much more. After Egypt the journey continues to Constantinople (Istanbul), 
the Crimea, mentioning the ruins from the Crimean War, and Greece, visiting Athens and 
Corfu.
In very good condition, only a few tiny spots. Spine discoloured. 

VI, [1], [1 blank], 203, [1] pp. A. Cross, In the land of the Romanovs 185; cf. Ibrahim-Hilmy I, p. 277. ☞ more on our 
website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/J6FDNH22W09V.html
https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/J6FDNH22W09V.html


Only edition of a Dutch political emblem book  
on the campaign of Gustavus Adolphus

9.  HULSIUS, Bartholomaeus. Den onderganck des Roomschen arents, 
door den Noordschen leeuw.
Amsterdam, for Crispijn van de Passe the Younger, 1642. Small 4° (18.5 × 15 
cm). With engraved title-page, letterpress title-page with engraved device 
with coat of arms of Gustavus Adolphus, and 29 engraved plates in text (ca. 
7 × 11 cm) by Crispyn de Passe the Younger. 19th-century mottled brown 
calf, gold-tooled spine (imitation 17th-century binding). € 7500

Only early edition of a Dutch political emblem book on the campaign of Gustavus 
Adolphus, King of Sweden, and his many victories during the Thirty Year’s War, 
resulting in the triumph of Protestantism over Catholicism in Sweden. Written by 
the Counter-Remonstrant preacher Bartholomaeus Hulsius before 1635 and post-
humously published by Crispijn van de Passe the Younger in 1642, ten years after 
the death of Gustavus Adolphus “the Lion of the North”.
All the victories of Sweden are described in detail, including several events occurring 
after the death of Hulsius probably written by Crispijn van de Passe himself, and 
contain mostly allegorical and some historical illustrations by Crispijn vande Passe 
the Younger. Leaves cut slightly short, with some loss of text on title-page, some 
strengthened margins, repaired tears and worm holes, and occasionally stained. 
Good copy. 

[12], 91, [1 blank] pp. Hollstein XVI, p. 146; Landwehr, Emblem Books Low Countries 360; STCN (6 copies, 
incl. 2 incomplete). ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/A7FAF301U79O.html


Account of a voyage to the Cape of Good Hope, Ireland and Norway
10.  JONG, Cornelius de, and J. OLIVIER Jz. Reizen 
naar de Kaap de Goede Hoop, enz. ... Voor jonge lieden 
bearbeid.
Amsterdam, G.J.A. Beijerinck, [1833]. 8°. With an 
engraved title-page, engraved frontispiece and 7 engraved 
plates (including 3 folding). Contemporary half vellum.
 € 1250

First edition of a work on the voyages of Cornelius de Jong to 
the Cape of Good Hope, Ireland and Norway, here edited for 
the youth by J. Olivier. Cornelius de Jong van Rodenburgh 
(1762–1838) was Captain of the Dutch war frigate Scipio, and 
sailed to the Cape of Good Hope, Ireland and Norway in the 
years from 1791 to 1797. The text is divided into 18 chapters, 
chronologically describing the voyage. Chapters 2 to 8 describe 
the Cape and its history, its inhabitants, the many (wild) 
animals living in southern Africa, the geography of the area, 
and more. Instead of continuing to the East-Indies, De Jong 
had to sail back to Europe, with secret orders to go to Cork. 
Chapters 9 and 10 describe Cork, its public buildings, inhabi-
tants, trade, etc. Chapters 13–18 cover Norway, its inhabitants, 
fauna, climate, mines, etc. Four plates depict the costumes of 
farmers (men and women) from different parts of Norway. 
Also included is a folding plate depicting a snowy hill with 
skiing soldiers, with an early description of the sport and its 
role within the Norwegian army.
With an owner’s inscription on half-title. A few minor spots 
and stains. Binding slightly rubbed. Overall in very good 
condition. 

XII, 208 pp. Cf. Tiele, Bibl., p. 126; not in Howgego. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/L12GFBPADGSL.html


Swedish origins of plant names
11.  LIDBECK, Anders and Eric Gustav WALDENSTRÖM. 
Dissertatio de plantis, in Svecorum memoriam, nominatis.
Lund, Berling, 1792. 4°. Disbound. € 385

Rare dissertation on the Swedish origins of the names of various plants. With 
Lidbeck as praeses. 
Very good copy. 

15, [1] pp. Krok, Lidbeck 2; Pritzel 5292; WorldCat (4 copies); not in Cat. Linnean Soc. ☞ more on 
our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/J1JGYFOAJN4T.html
https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/J1JGYFOAJN4T.html


The history of the Great Northern War
12.  LIMIERS, Henry Philippe de. Histoire de Suede sous le regne de Charles XII. Où l’on voit aussi les révolutions arrivées en differens tems 
dans ce Royaume. Toute la Guerre du Nord.
Amsterdam, Janssonius van Waesberge, 1721. 6 volumes. 12°. With an engraved frontispiece in vol. I, letterpress title-page in red and black in 
each vol., in total 2 folding engraved maps (Scandinavia, Denmark and Sweden including the Baltic states, Poland and part of Russia; and 
Charles’s campaigns from 1700 to 1718) and 58 engraved plates (21 folding, mainly views and battle scenes; and 37 full-page, mainly portraits). 
Contemporary, uniform mottled calf, gold-tooled spine, marbled endpapers, red edges. € 2500

First edition of the life of Charles XII, King of 
Sweden and the history of the Great Northern 
War by Henri Philippe de Limiers (ca. 1675 – 
1725). Charles’ campaigns, including the early 
ones, are described and illustrated with battle 
scenes, views and portraits, including the 
Battle of Narva (November 1700), which drove 
the Russians away from the Swedish trans-Bal-
tic provinces; and the crossing of the Western 
Dvina River (1701), which scattered the troops 
of Augustus II (elector of Saxony and king 
of Poland). Corners bumped; one map with 
marginal waterstain; small tear in view facing 
p. 188 of vol. IV. A fine set of this history of the 
Great Northern War. 

[4], XLVI, [38], 414, [2]; [18]-414; [18], 422; [16], 416; [20], 
483 (= 491), [1 blank]; [18], 463, [1 blank] pp. V. Gestel – 
Van het Schip, Maps in books of Russia and Poland 162; STCN 
(4 copies, incl. 1 incomplete); not in Muller, Bibl. Neerlando-
Russe, Tiele, Bibl. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/D9KD4DGD6WH5.html


Italian edition of Martens’s important account of a whaling voyage
13.  MARTENS, Friedrich. Viaggio di Spizberga o‘ Gronlanda fatto da Federico martens Amburghese l‘ anno 1671... 
Bologna, Giacomo monti, 1680. 12°. With 2 folding engraved plates and 3 woodcut illustrations. Contemporary limp parchment. € 6500

Rare Italian edition of martens’s account of a whaling voyage to 
Spitsbergen and Greenland which “furnishes the first exact descrip-
tion of arctic zoology” (Wood). In relation to cetology this work is 
“one of great interest and importance, not only from its early date, 
but for the good account it gives of the Greenland Right Whale and 
the Whale fishery” (Allen). Friedrich martens (1635–1699) sailed as 
ship’s surgeon on the whaler Jonas im Walfisch. His account includes 
comments on locating whales, the best place to shoot a whale and 
the best blubber to harvest, as well as noteworthy and early descrip-
tions of arctic wildlife. The folding plates show birds and plants, 
a whale-hunting scene and a ship trapped in ice. The woodcuts 
includes two illustration of whales.
Some water stains, browned, binding slightly soiled, otherwise in 
very good condition. 

264 pp. Jenkins, Bibl. of whaling, p. 125; Nissen, ZBI 2706; Sabin 44838; cf. Allen, Cetacea, 
107 and 210 (note). ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/23389.html


The most eminent bishop of Sweden admonishing the Swedish King Charles X  
to promote religious unity

14.  MATTHIAS, Johannes. Copie van een brief van Joh. matthias Luthers bisschop 
in Sweden aen de koningh van Sweden inde welcke hy Sijn majesteyt versoeckt, de 
Kerckelijcke eendracht onder de evangelische, te willen promoveren. Uyt het Latijn 
over gheset.
1656. 4°. modern boards. € 650

Rare first and only edition of this influential plea for evangelical union in Sweden.
Johannes matthiae Gothus (1592–1670) was a Swedish Lutheran Bishop and an Uppsala 
University professor, the rector of the Collegium illustrious in Stockholm (1626–1629) and 
the most eminent teacher in Sweden during the seventeenth century. He was Bishop of 
Strängnäs from 1643 to 1664.
Johannes matthiae embodies like no other Swedish clergyman during the confessional era 
the continuity and renewal of the Reformed Evangelical humanist tradition in Sweden. He 
had close connections with the Swedish royal house and with European reform circles; he was 
a keen friend of Comenius, and he exerted influence on the so-called folk teaching (school 
order 1649) and on church organizational issues. In particular, he was the spokesman for a 
so-called ecumenical, European religious policy. He was also appointed court pastor. In this 
capacity he accompanied king Gustav Adolph during the German campaign as field bishop 
in the Thirty Years’ War in 1630–32. After the king’s death, he was appointed, by the chancel-
lor Axel Oxenstierna as his daughter Christina’s governor and teacher who taught her classical 
languages, science, history and religion. Christina was queen from 1632 till her abdication 
in 1654. Johannes matthiae continued his connections with the next Sweden king Charles 
X Gustave to whom he also sent this letter asking him to promote a universal and unifying 
religion in order to be able to compete successfully with other countries.

 8 pp. Tiele, II, 4480; not in Knuttel. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_45717.html


An early Plantin edition of a valuable work  
on Scandinavian customs and folklore, with 35 woodcuts

15.  OLAUS MAGNUS . Historia de gentibus septentrionalibus, .... sic in epitomen 
redacta, ut non minus clare quam breviter quicquid apud Septentrionales scitu dignum 
est, complectatur.
Antwerp, Christopher Plantin, 1558. 8°. With Plantin’s woodcut device and 135 fine 
woodcut illustrations by Arnaud Nicolai in text. Early 17th-century gold-tooled calf, with 
charming centrepiece on both boards. € 7500

First edition of the abridged version of the first important history of the Nordic countries originally 
published in Rome in 1555. magnus describes the history, customs and folklore of Scandinavia, 
Iceland and Greenland, but also deals with mining and metallurgy, military subjects and natural 
history with a large part devoted to fish, fishery and whaling. Three “truths” feature heavily in the 
account: the region is the cradle of warfare, the haunt of demons and the realm of cold. Would-be 
invaders are warned that ice, snow and cold have produced a hardy people, distinguished by their 
courage, strength and bravery. As the book would remain an authority for centuries, magnus’s 
book played an important part in establishing the stereotypes of the Nordic countries as cold and 
barren, with a rugged coast guarded by maelstroms and sea monsters.
The present abridgement was compiled by Cornelius Grapheus, an Antwerp town clerk and, 
according to the introduction, judged by Plantin to be of interest for publication. The numerous 
woodcuts are reduced copies of the illustrations in the original 1555-edition.
Olaus magnus (1490–1557) was a Swedish writer and ecclesiastical. Being the younger brother 
of the Archbishop of Uppsala, he obtained several ecclesiastical preferments and was employed 
on various diplomatic missions. His Historia de gentibus septentrionalibus was intended as an 
extended commentary on one of the earliest maps of the Nordic countries, created by magnus and 
published in 1539. All of this work was based on a journey to Norrland in 1518–1519 during which 
magnus also visited Nidaros (modern Trondheim).
With a skilfully executed small restoration to top of spine, some scratches on sides, binding 
otherwise good. Internally in very good condition, only some small restored tears in the title-page 
and some occasional, very minor foxing along the extremities. 

[8], 192 ll. Adams O-143; Collijn II, 250; Rooses, Plantin, p. 39; Voet 1811 (variant A). ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/A4HBEQ01U79O.html


The learnedness of Middle Eastern rulers; forty dissertations
16.  [ORIENTAL STUDIES IN SCANDINAVIA]. [A collection of 38 academic theses plus 2 duplicates].
Lund, Uppsala, Copenhagen, Helsinki and Turku, 1747–1854. 40 volumes. mostly 4°.  € 18 000

A remarkable collection of Scandinavian academic 
theses or dissertations (or in two cases editions 
that served to promote a scholar’s appointment as 
a professor) on the middle East and the Islamic 
world, mostly printed in the second half of the 
18th century. most are very rare, many known 
only from three or fewer copies. The praeses 
(advisor) played a greater role in the production 
of a thesis than they do today, often choosing the 
topic and even writing much of the text, so that 
the praeses and the respondent (the student who 
defended the thesis to attain a degree) prepared 
the publication together more-or-less as co-au-
thors. The present collection includes the works 
of the principal Swedish orientalists of their time, 
mainly teaching and publishing at the universities 
of Uppsala and Lund, the great matthias Norberg 
(1747–1826) serving as praeses for twenty-two of 
the theses. The topics covered include medicine in 
the middle East, dietetics, history, linguistics and 
literature, education, and the erudition of middle 
Eastern rulers. Examples include dissertations 
on leprosy in Arabia, the caliphate government, 
the sacred bee of ancient Egypt, the Nazarenes 
(first-century followers of Jesus who also retained 
their devotion to the Torah), several aspects of the 
Arabic language and dialects, etc. Some of the dis-
sertations are editions of translations of oriental writings. Examples are a Latin translation of a part of the Bakthiyar namah (ten viziers), here issued in two 
parts, and an edition and translation of the Lebanese maronite Germanus Conti’s notes on viniculture and the wine press in the Orient. The theses are listed 
below with the names of both the praeses (listed first) and the respondent (listed second). Altogether this varied collection of theses gives a beautiful overview 
of the diversity and richness of oriental studies in the 18th and 19th century and Scandinavia’s important role in those studies.

  For a more detailed list of the 40 theses (including the 2 duplicates), their contents and their condition, please send us an inquiry. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/KAADGC8B9ZXB.html


Collection of four 18th-century (?) miniatures  
of people wearing pearl earrings

17.  [PAINTINGS – DENMARK]. Four miniatures of people wearing 
pearl earrings.
[Denmark?, first half 18th century?]. Collection of four paintings, oil on 
paper or paperboard, two measuring 8 × 5.5 cm (frame 10.5 × 7.5 cm) and 
two measuring 8.5 × 5.5 cm (frame 10 × 7 cm), all with a gilt wooden frame.
 € 6850

Two sets of two miniature paintings, the individual sets painted in matching style 
and set in matching frames, with the two slightly larger frames painted to match 
the two smaller ones.
Ad1: Portrait of a 16th-century woman, possibly Anne of Denmark (1532–1585), 
wearing a red feathered cap with her hair decorated with pearls, a pearl earring, a 
small pleated ruff and a low-necked black bodice with pearls.
Ad 2: Portrait of a man with a drooping moustache in oriental costume. He wears 
a white turban decorated with a rooster, a pearl earring and a gown with a large fur 
collar. The collar is set with gemstones on which hang insignia’s of a crescent moon 
(with the points down) above three stars.
Ad 3: Portrait of a 17th-century man wearing a broad-brimmed hat with a red 
feather, a pearl earring and a leopard fur collar.
Ad 4: Portrait of a man with a thick moustache wearing a pearl earring and a blue 
hat and oriental coat lined with (lynx?) fur. 
Provenance: manor House in Jutland. With an inscription at the back of ad 1 
(“Claude George Gew Anne 1738”) and wax seals on the backs of ads 1, 2 and 3. Ad 
4 with a 19th-century (?) ticket “95”. The top layer of ad 3 slightly damaged at the 
top right, revealing part of the red underpainting; otherwise an interesting set in 
good condition. 

 ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/L1ABDB3KUTB6.html


Rare fine complete set of the great Atlas of Denmark
18.  PONTOPPIDAN, Erik and Hand de HOFMAN. Den Danske Atlas, eller Konge-Riget Dannemark, med dets naturlige Egenskaber, 
Elementer, Indbyggere, Vaexter, Dyr og andre Affödninger, dets gamle Tildragelser og naervaerende Omstaendigheder i alle Provintzer, Staeder, 
Kirker, Slotte og Herre-Gaarde. Forestillet ved en udförlig Lands-Beskrivelse, ... Tomus I[-VII].
Copenhagen, Andreas Hartvig Godiche, Royal University Printer (vols. I-V) and heirs (vols. VI-VII), 1763–1781. 7 volumes. 4°. With 296 
mostly folding engraved maps, plans and views of Denmark and Danish cities, castles, houses and gardens, including engraved plates showing 
Danish antiquarian relics, plants, animals and costumes. Contemporary uniform calf, richly gold-tooled spines. € 13 500

Rare complete set of the first and only early edition of the monumental atlas of Denmark by Erik Ludvigsen Pontoppidan (1698–1764), continued after his 
death by Hans de Hofman, and richly illustrated with the latest maps and views of all important sights and buildings in Denmark, engraved by I. Haas, 
I.G. Schmid and others. In addition to its value as a rich and beautiful atlas of 18th-century Denmark, it is of considerable importance for its extensive and 
scholarly description and history of the country, from its origins up to the time of publication. Each volume gives a list of its plates, and a 50-page index at 
the end of volume VII covers all seven volumes. 

Each volume with a 1798 
owner’s purchase inscrip-
tion by C. Worgod and his 
stamp. With an occasional 
minor stain in the fore-edge 
margin or insignificant 
small marginal defect or 
repair, but generally in fine 
condition. The bindings are 
slightly rubbed, the head of 
the backstrip of volume I 
restored and the spine labels 
chipped, but the bindings 
remain in good condition. 
A fine copy of greatest atlas 
of Denmark, with more 
than 6000 pages and nearly 
300 plates, rarely found 
complete. 

723 to 1104 pp. per volume, 
giving more than 6000 pp. in total. 
Graesse V, p. 410; Kat. Schles. Holst. 
Landesbibl. 337; not in Berlin Kat. 
☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/5650.html


Russian and Swedish costumes
19.  PORTER, Robert Ker. Travelling sketches in Russia and Sweden, during the years 1805, 1806, 1807, 1808.
London, for John Stockdale (back of title-page: Strahan and Preston), 1813. 2 volumes bound as 1. 4°. With 41 etched plates (12 sepia washed 
views, 1 uncoloured portrait, and 28 aquatint costume-plates) by J.C. Stadler after drawings by the author. Contemporary half cloth. € 1950

Second edition of a richly illustrated account of Russia and Scandinavia at the beginning of the 19th century by Sir Robert Ker Porter (1777–1842). Porter, a 
traveller, diplomat and painter, went to Russia in 1805, but had to leave in 1806 due to an unhappy love affair with a Russian princess. During the next two 
years he travelled through Scandinavia and other European countries. The present work reflect his experiences, discussing his journey to Russia, life in St 
Petersburg, the Russian nobility, peasantry and trades class, the Russian Orthodox Church, military events in Europe, the countryside in Finland and Sweden, 
King Gustavus Vasa of whom he etched a portrait, and more. The illustrations include buildings in St Petersburg and Stockholm, Russian tradesmen and their 
wives, cossacks, officers, soldiers, peasants, Bashkirs, Kirgizians, Swedish and Finnish peasants and country scenes, and the highly characteristic illustrations 
of the inside of a Russian postal office and Swedish women doing laundry in an ice-hole in a frozen river.
One tear along the fold of one plate. Binding slighly rubbed, hinges tender. A very good copy. 

XII, 303, [1 blank]; VIII, 296 pp. Abbey, Travel 13; Cat. Russica P 1036; Colas 2407; Lipperheide 1346; Tooley, Coloured Plates 383. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/5727.html


Rare series of portraits, together with a history of Denmark,  
a panegyric on Queen Christina of Sweden and two libretto’s

20.  [PORTRAITS – PEACE OF WESTPHALIA]. Icones legatorum praecipuorum tam 
monasterii, quam Osnabrugae, pacis universalis orbi Christiano conciliandae causâ nunc existentium.
Amsterdam, Jodocus Janssonius, 1648. With letterpress title-page with a woodcut vignette, and 27 
full-page engraved portraits by P. Holsteyn, C. van Dalen, P. Nolpe, I. Suyderhoef, and P. de Bailliu, 
interleaved with blank leaves.
With:
(2) SVANING, Hans Jensen (Johannes Janus SVANINGIUS). Chronologia Danica, qua I. 
Noachidarum series exhibetur: II. Judicum Cimbriae & Gothiae anni recensentur III. Serenissimorum 
ac potentissimorum Daniae regum tempora, â prima Regni origine ad annum Christi mDCL dynastiis 
VIII. Diriguntur…
Copenhagen, melchior martzan, 1650. With title-page in red and black.
(3) [CHRISTINA, Queen of Sweden]. Germaniae evangelicae restitutae. Ad Christinam, Suecorum, 
Goth. Vand. Augustam, gloriosam suam liberatricem publica gratitudo. Publica facta auspicato eodem 
Germanorum mortalis, sed generis humani aeternae salutis Anno 1648.
[Stockholm?], [Johannes Janssonius?], [1648?].
(4) [LIBRETTO]. Lieder so in dem Ballet, auff dem Fürstl. Beylager I.I.F.F. Gn. Gn. Herren Johannis 
Fürsten von Anhald, etc. und Freulein Sophiae Augusten Herzogin zu Schleszwig Holstein, &c. seynd 
musiciret und gesungen worden im Herbstmonat 1649.
[No place, no name , 1649?]. 
(5) [OLEARIUS, Adam]. Von Unbeständigkeit der weltlichen Dinge und von Herrlickeit und Lobe 
der Tugend. In einem fürstlichen Ballet auff dem hochfürstlichen Beylager des durchläuchtigen, hochge-
bornen Fürsten und Herrn Herrn Ludowigen, Landgraffen zu Hessen, etc. mit der auch Hochgebornen 
Fürstin und Fräwlein Fräwlein mariae Elisabeth, geborne Herzogin zu Schleszwig, Holstein, etc. Auff 
der Fürstl. Residentz Gottorff vorgestellet, den 27. Novemb. 1650.
[Schleswig, Johann Holwein?, 1650]. With engraved allegorical vignette on the title-page and 9 half-page engraved emblematic illustrations by 
Christian Rothgiesser in the text. Text within borders. 
5 works in 1 volume. Folio. 18th-century gold-tooled calf. € 12 500



Ad 1: Extremely rare (new?) edition by Jodocus Janssonius of a series of 27 portraits of 
delegates participating in the famous peace treaty at münster and Osnabrück in 1648. The 
series was originally published by Abraham van Waesberge in Amsterdam in 1641, the year 
the negotiations started, with 43 portraits. In the meantime many delegates had died and 
apparently those were left out in the present edition. Only one other copy of this edition 
could be traced (in the Herzogin Anna Amalia Bibliothek, Weimar, with only 26 portraits).
Ad 2: Important chronological history of Denmark by the Danish scholar Hans Jensen 
Svaning (Ribe 1600–1676). The work includes a laudatory poem by the well-known 
antiquary Ole Worm, who assembled a famous collection of curiosities.
Ad 3: First edition of a panegyric on Queen Christina of Sweden, praising her for propa-
gating Protestantism in Germany, though in 1652 she decided to convert to Catholicism. 
On 20 December 1647 Queen Christina granted the Amsterdam printer and publisher 
Johannes Janssonius a royal privilege as book dealer in Stockholm and Uppsala, and he 
appears to have set up a Stockholm branch of his printing office in 1648 and served as 
printer to the Queen with Stockholm imprints to at least 1656. 
Ad 4: First edition of five songs sung at the ballet performed on the occasion of the wedding 
of Johannes von Anhalt and Duchess Sophia Augusta von Schleswig-Holstein in September 
1648.
Ad 5: A rare publication by Adam Olearius celebrating the wedding of Ludwig, Landgraf 
zu Hessen, and Duchess maria Elisabeth of Schleswig Holstein, illustrated with 9 fine 
emblems.
Ads 1 and 3 with some contemporary annotations. Ad 2 with a small restoration to title-
page and ad 5 lacking one plate, but otherwise in very good condition.

 [11] ll (+ 27 plates); [10], 34, 180, [12] pp.; [22] ll.; [6] ll.; [25] ll. Ad 1: WorldCat (1 copy); not in NCC; STCN; cf. Van 
Someren 186; ad 2: Bibliotheca Danica III, 23; BSB (1501–1840) XLIX, p. 440; Dansk Biogr. Leksikon, XIV, p .232; BL, 318, 
p.19; ad 3: WorldCat (2 copies); not in Paisley (BL); Ad 4: VD 17, 14:075747U; Ad 5: Dünnhaupt, p. 2990, 22B; Mitchell 
III (Add), 587; VD 17, 23:230467L. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/18184.html


A Danish traveller in Kuwait, Saudi-Arabia and Bahrain, meets Mubarak al-Sabah and Ibn 
Saud, presentation copy

21.  RAUNKIAER, Barclay. Gennem Wahhabiternes land paa kamelryg. Beretning om den af det Kongelige Danske Geografiske Selskab 
planlagte og bekosterde forskningsrejse i Ost – og Centralarabien 1912.
Copenhagen, Gyldendalske boghandel, Nordisk forlag, 1913. 8°. With a frontispiece showing the author in Arab garb, 88 illustrations in text, 
most of them reproductions of drawings and photographs by the author, and a folding map loosely inserted in a pocket at the end. Publisher’s 
green cloth. € 5000

First and only edition, in the original Danish, of an account of a journey through the Arabian peninsula. Sponsored 
by the Royal Danish Geographical Society, Barclay Raunkiaer (1889–1915) set out to penetrate the hitherto unex-
plored deserts of south-east Arabia. Although he came equipped with a modest amount of scientific instruments and 
a camera, the use of these became almost impossible. The Arabs looked on foreigners with suspicion and Raunkiaer 
could use his camera only with great risk at certain unwatched moments (p. 12). At the beginning of 1912, he reached 
the town of Kuwait, where he stayed at the palace of Sheikh mubarak. Since it was mubarak’s policy to keep Kuwait 
free of foreign interference, it took some active lobbying of the British envoy to convince the Kuwaitis that Raunkiaer 
was a harmless traveller. After that, it seems he enjoyed a certain amount of freedom, as numerous photographs testify, 
including one of pearl fishers and a portrait of Sheikh mohammed. Raunkiaer was very impressed by the volume of 
trade in Kuwait, which he considered to be the most important trading centre on the east coast of Arabia.
In Kuwait, Raunkiaer became seriously ill, but his tuberculosis was undiagnosed. After a period of rest, he travelled 
further to Riyadh. As the first western traveller in the city in half a century, Raunkiaer was graciously received by Ibn 
Saud. After a short stay in Riyadh, Raunkiaer followed a caravan that consisted mostly of 150 pearl-fishers bound for 
Bahrain. During a stay in Hofuf, where the book ends, Raunkiaer’s health became worse and he sailed to Bahrain to 
recuperate. From there he travelled back to Copenhagen via Bombay. After a few years working for the East Asiatic 
Company, Raunkiaer died from tuberculosis.
Shortly after the appearance of the Danish edition, the book was translated into German. T.E Lawrence, who consid-
ered it to be one of the “readable Arabian books”, helped facilitate an English translation in 1916, privately printed by 
the Arab bureau in Cairo. 
With a dedication by the author to the Danish historian of religion Ditlef Nielsen (1874–1949) and a few annotations 
in pencil in the final chapter. Binding slightly worn along the edges, with a small stain on the title. Endpapers foxed 
with the text browned; some small random pen marks at the lower margin of p. 47. The map with a few tears along 
the folds, most of them expertly repaired; a very good copy. 

[1], [1 blank], [2], 304 pp. Facey, Kuwait by the first photographers, pp. 50–51; “Danish expedition to Arabia”, The geographical journal XLIV (1914), pp. 
85–86. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/I4MFD3F2MI10.html


Hyperbaric oxygen therapy in Stockholm
23.  SANDAHL, Oskar Theodor. Des bains d’air comprimé. Court aperçu de leurs 
effets physiologiques et thérapeutiques précédé d’une description de l’établissement 
médico-pneumatique de Stockholm.
Stockholm, P.A. Norstedt & Söner, 1867. 8°. With 1 double-page lithographed plate 
and 1 mounted illustration, (possibly an original photograph of a lithograph), 1 
illustration in text. Publisher’s original grey wrappers with illustration on front 
wrapper. € 1500

Scarce first and only edition of a work on therapeutical compressed air baths, known as 
hyperbaric oxygen therapy. Written by the Swedish medical researcher Oskar Theodor 
Sandahl (1829–1894), who helped erect a hyperbaric chamber in Stockholm on the initia-
tive of professor Anders Retzius. Sandahl gives a detailed description of the chambers in 
Stockholm and their use, a bibliography with ca. 30 titles on the subject, and discusses the 
effects of the inhalation and the treatment of various disorders, including emphysema and 
asthma. Illustrated with empirical tables and a detailed view of a hyperbaric chamber.
With a presentation inscription from Jon Fattaren(?) to Doctor Otto Witt on the wrapper. 
Foxed, primarily in the margins and on the first two pages, but otherwise in good condition. 
With a few pencil notes in the text. Wrappers with some spots and a few minor tears. Scarce 
work on 19th-century hyperbaric oxygen therapy in Stockholm. 

[8], 60 pp. Waller 8448; WorldCat (5 copies); for Sandahl: Nordisk Familjebok, uggleupplagan 24, col. 634. ☞ more 
on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/B64C7BHVT055.html
https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/B64C7BHVT055.html


Dutch translation of an important work on Lapland, 
with 17 engraved plates by Jan Luyken

24.  SCHEFFER, Johannes Gerhard. Waarachtige en aen-merkens-waardige 
historie van Lapland: ... met noch een kort bericht van den toestand der Finnen. 
Amsterdam, Jan ten Hoorn, 1682. 4°. With engraved frontispiece and 16 engraved 
plates by Jan Luyken, and 1 folding engraved map. Contemporary vellum. € 3500

First edition of the Dutch translation of a celebrated ethnographic monograph on 
Swedish Lapland by the German-born professor Johannes Gerhard Scheffer (1621–1679). 
Scheffer’s account contains valuable information on the Lappish culture, with chapters 
on their ceremonies, houses, diet, clothing, trading customs, handicraft, entertainment, 
hunting, as well as marriage and death customs. “This history long remained the main 
source of information on Lapland” (Cox). It has become the liveliest, detailed and 
uncondescending early modern account of the far north and its population, now known 
as the Sami. The present Dutch edition was illustrated by the engraver Jan Luyken, one 
of the most famous illustrators of the Netherlands during the second half of the 17th 
century. The plates depict the daily life in the north, but also the worship of various idols, 
encounters with gnomes, etc.
Some plates with minor restorations, some occasional foxing and a few small marginal 
water stains on the last few leaves. Front cover slightly damaged. A very good copy. 

[6], 99; 146; 73, [7] pp. Alden & Landis 682/155; Klaversma & Hannema 1282 and 1283; cf. Cox I, p. 178. ☞ more 
on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/98SC6Y474I77.html
https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/98SC6Y474I77.html


Contemporary illustrations of the Trollhätte Canal
26.  SKJÖLDEBRAND, Anders Frederik. Description des cataractes et du canal de 
Trollhätta en Suède; avec un précis historique.
Stockholm, Charles Delén, 1804. 4°. With an aquatint title-page and 12 aquatint plates, 
including 1 map, all drawn and engraved by the author. Contemporary grey-blue wrappers.
 € 850

First and only edition in the original French, of a richly illustrated description of the waterfall, locks 
and canal near Trollhättan in Sweden. Although spectacular, the waterfalls were a great obstacle in 
the transport of wood from Lake Vänern in the interior of Sweden, to the port of Gothenburg. To 
navigate the cataracts a canal was cut through solid rock. At the opening in 1800, eight locks could 
raise and lower a ship 32 meters, making it finally possible to sail past Trollhättan without reloading 
goods on horse-carts. The waterfall, canal and sluices became, and still are, a popular destination for 
tourists, providing a market for this description written and illustrated by count Anders Skjöldebrand 
(1757–1834). The book describes the countryside, culture and feats of engineering near Tröllhattan, 
starting with the etymology of the city’s name and ending with a critique of the current state of the 
engineering works. A table gives the amount that passed the sluices in 1800–1802.
Browned and foxed throughout, especially the plates, with waterstains at the top and bottom corners. 
Spine tattered, with the final gathering and back cover partly loose; otherwise a good copy. 

[1], [1 blank], 47, [2] pp. Brunet V, col. 408; Myren, “Det äldre Trollhättan i konsten”, Historia och Historier om ”Stranna” XI, pp. 
3–32. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/D4TG3TIBBS3O.html


Impressive aquatint battle scenes
27.  SKJÖLDEBRAND, Anders Frederik, Comte Erik Johansen DAHLBERG and Johann Philip LEMBKE. Batailles de Charles X 
Gustave Roi de Suède... 
Stockholm, A.F. Skjöldebrand, 1806. Oblong large 2° (52 × 68 cm). With an engraved title with aquatint vignette, engraved portrait by Sandrart 
after a painting by Ehrenstrahl, and 11 aquatint plates after drawings by Count Dahlberg and paintings by Lembke, engraved by Skjöldebrand, 
numbered I-XII, all in sepia. Contemporary half calf, gold-tooled spine. € 5500

First edition of a splendid series of sepia 
aquatints with battle scenes, engraved by 
Skjöldebrand (1757–1834) after drawings by 
Count Erik Johansen Dahlberg (1625–1703), as 
painted by Johann Philip Lembke (1631–1711). 
They glorify the military victories of Charles 
X Gustavus, King of Sweden (1622–1660), in 
the war against Poland and Denmark, 1655–58. 
Dahlberg was one of the most important 
generals to Charles Gustavus during the war, 
and played a major role in planning the famous 
crossing of the frozen Belts. Depicted here are 
the battles of Czarnova, Columbi, Guesne, 
Varsovie (Warsaw) (three), Philippova, Ivarnaes, 
and the crossing of the Saane and Grand Belt. 
Another aquatint portrays Charles Gustavus 
defending himself against seven Tartars. The 
portrait of the Swedish King, regally mounted 
on horseback, is engraved by Sandrart after a 
painting by David Klöcher von Ehrenstrahl 
(ca. 1620–1698).
With bookplate. Top and lower part of spine 
damaged, binding edges rubbed and bumped; 
some very minor soiling on the plates. Very 
good copy. 

 ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/CC8ER5ZF1Q3L.html


Enlarged edition of the Swedish pharmacopoeia,  
compiled with assistance of Linnaeus

28.  [SWEDEN – PHARMACOPOEIA]. Pharmacopoea Svecica. Una cum pharmacopoea 
pauperum Holmensi. Editio quarta emendata.
Leipzig, magnus Swederus, 1787. 8°. Contemporary bands. € 500

Fourth edition of the Swedish pharmacopeia, enlarged with a new part titled Pharmacopoea pauperum.
“There was no such compilation in Sweden in the 16th century, and the need for one was not felt until the 
17th century, which saw the rise of the first apothecaries. … A Pharmacopoea Holmiensis (i.e. Stockholm) 
was put together (1686). It was not widely distributed in the country, and the need for a more complete 
compilation led to court physician A. Bäck being commissioned to compose a new pharmacopoeia. He 
was assisted by Linnaeus, who primarily contributed to the section on the effects and uses of medicines. 
This document, (Materia medica), contained some 380 simple substances, the section on “Praeparata et 
Composita” some 400 chemical preparations – as well as a list of substances to induce vomiting (emet-
icorum), compounds containing mercury, opium, and an alphabetical index. The pharmacopoeia also 
described how plant drugs should be dried, pulverization, etc. Pharmacopoea Svecica appeared in 1775, 
that is, three years before Linnaeus passed away” (meyerson, Linné on line).
With a Swiss library stamp on title-page (“Société vaudoise de médecine”). Binding slightly soiled, but 
internally in very good condition. 

183, [1 blank] pp. Blake, p. 350; cf. B. Meyerson, “Linnaeus as a Physician: Pharmacopoea Svecica” at: Linné on line (http://www2.linnaeus.
uu.se/online/physician/6_7.html); Wellcome IV, p. 371 (other eds.); not in Soulsby. ☞ more on our website

http://www2.linnaeus.uu.se/online/physician/6_7.html
http://www2.linnaeus.uu.se/online/physician/6_7.html
https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/I17B8GF4DA3P.html


Rare Dutch translation of the “Pharmacopoea Svecica”, 
compiled with assistance of Linnaeus

29.  [SWEDEN – PHARMACOPOEIA]. De Zweedsche apotheek, naar de tweede 
verbeterde druk, uit het Latijn vertaald.
Amsterdam, Harmanus Keyzer, 1790. Large 8° (21.5 × 13.5 cm). Contemporary red half 
sheepskin. € 800

Rare first and only Dutch edition of the Pharmacopoea Svecica, first published in 1775, but here trans-
lated after the second edition of 1779.
“There was no such compilation in Sweden in the 16th century, and the need for one was not felt 
until the 17th century, which saw the rise of the first apothecaries. … A Pharmacopoea Holmiensis (i.e. 
Stockholm) was put together (1686). It was not widely distributed in the country, and the need for a 
more complete compilation led to court physician A. Bäck being commissioned to compose a new 
pharmacopoeia. He was assisted by Linnaeus, who primarily contributed to the section on the effects 
and uses of medicines. This document, (Materia medica), contained some 380 simple substances, the 
section on “Praeparata et Composita” some 400 chemical preparations – as well as a list of substances 
to induce vomiting (emeticorum), compounds containing mercury, opium, and an alphabetical index. 
The pharmacopoeia also described how plant drugs should be dried, pulverization, etc. Pharmacopoea 
Svecica appeared in 1775, that is, three years before Linnaeus passed away” (meyerson, Linné on line).
Spine slightly rubbed, but otherwise in very good condition. 

[4], 195, [1 blank] pp. Blake, p. 350; STCN 6 copies; WorldCat 3 copies (incl. 2 the same); cf. B. Meyerson, “Linnaeus as a Physician: 
Pharmacopoea Svecica” at: Linné on line; Wellcome IV, p. 371 (Latin eds.). ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/J8GF70F8BNDN.html


The Danish Vitruvius, with 282 large plates
30.  [THURAH, Laurids de]. Den Danske Vitruvius … | Le Vitruve Danois … | Der Dänische Vitruvius.
Copenhagen, Ernst Henrich Berlings, 1746–1749. 2 volumes. Imperial 2° (48 × 30.5 cm). With richly engraved architectural frontispiece, and 281 
engraved and etched plates, including 5 double-page, with architectural plans, designs and views of the Danish castles, manors, public buildings, 
churches, etc., including beautiful bird’s-eye views of houses and gardens, views of the city of Copenhagen, etc., as well as interior architectural 
designs for mantelpieces, doorways, altars, pulpits, etc., by michael Keijl and C.L. Wüst, after the drawings by L. de Thurah (Thieme & Becker 
attribute the views to J.J. Bruun). 20th-century half brown goatskin, gold-tooled spine. € 11 000

Beautiful atlas of Danish architecture, with the text in 
Danish, French and German in parallel columns. It shows 
an abundant wealth of plans and interior and exterior archi-
tectural designs, explained in the text. The fine overall views 
show the castle and gardens of Rosenburg, Christiansburg, 
Charlottenburg, Amalienburg, etc., and the country-seats 
Sorgenfrey, Fredensburg, Iägerprijs, Fraidenlund, Scanderburg, 
Nyekiöburg, Herlufsholm, Walloë, etc. The title-page names 
no author, but Laurids de Thurah (1706–1759), who signed the 
dedication to King Frederick V, was the most influential Danish 
architect of his generation and a leading proponent of the late 
Baroque style in northern Europe. He was appointed court 
architect in 1733. In 1735 the new Danish king, Christian VI, 
made Thurah a grant specifically for the purpose of compiling 
Den Danske Vitruvius, but he died only months before the first 
volume appeared, so Thurah dedicated the book to his young 
son and successor. Vol. I depicts the royal palaces and public 
buildings of Copenhagen; vol. II the castles and other notable 
buildings outside the capital. A planned third volume never 
appeared. 
With bookplate. Frontispiece bound in vol. II. With some 
faint stains and minor restorations in the first and last leaves, 
but still in good condition, with only occasional and mostly 
marginal spots or small stains. A monumental celebration of 
Danish architecture, with 282 very large plates. 

[10], 96; [1], [1 blank], 267 pp. plus plates. BAL 3317; Berlin Kat. 2259; Millard 
arch. coll. III, 131; not in Fowler. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/5667.html


On Swedish plants
31.  UTTERBOM, Joannes and Engelber JÖRLIN. Specimen botanico-
oeconomicum, de usu quarundam plantarum indigenarum prae exoticis.
Lund, Berling, 1769. 4°. Disbound, red sprinkled edges. € 250

Utterbom’s dissertation on plants native to Sweden, before the introduction of “exotic” 
plants, focusing especially on the economic uses of Swedish plants. With Engelbert 
Jörlin (1733–1810) as praeses. 
Title-page restored on the back, some stains and dog-eared leaves. 

[2], 12 pp. Cat. Linnean. Soc., p. 400; Krok, Jörlin 2; WorldCat (2 copies). ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/J9DCGJIDPIHD.html


Innovative local botanical geography of Uppsala
32.  WAHLENBERG, Georg. Flora Upsaliensis enumerans plantas circa Upsaliam sponte crescentes. Enchiridion excursionibus studiosorum 
Upsaliensium accommodatum.
Uppsala, Academy Typographorum, 1820. 8°. With a folding engraved map (29 × 39 cm) and its accompanying letterpress leaf (with the book’s 
corrigenda on the reverse). 19th-century half tanned sheepskin, gold-tooled spine. € 300

First edition of a flora of Uppsala, giving Latin descrip-
tion of the local flora found within approximately 20 
kilometres of the city, with additional territorial infor-
mation given on the map.
In his time, George Wahlenberg (1780–1851), a Swedish 
botanist and professor at Uppsala, was the leading expert 
on Scandinavian mountain flora. Swedish provincial 
floras in the full sense of the word begin with his. His 
understanding of botanical geography and inclusion of 
locality information in floras were innovating and Flora 
Upsaliensis is considered a masterpiece of the genre.
With bookplates. Very good copy, with a faint water-
stain and minor foxing in the title-page and one small 
tear. The leaf with notes to the map and with the cor-
rigenda is bound after the title-page. Binding scuffed. 
Wahlenberg’s masterpiece on Uppsala’s flora. 

[4], VII, [1], 495, [1 blank] pp. Krok, p. 743; Stafleu & Cowan 16521; 
Watsonia XXIV, pp. 331–336. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/V3389.html
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